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LITERARY DOLLS: THE FEMALE TEXTUAL BODY 

FROM THE 19TH CENTURY TO NOW 

 

 

8.30-9.00 Registration, Lindisfarne Centre 

9.00-9.15 Emma Miller and Alistair Brown, Welcome to the Conference, Lindisfarne Centre 

9.15-9.45 Maggie O’Neill, Co-Director of the Centre of Sex, Gender and Sexualities, Durham 

University, Lindisfarne Centre 

9.45-11.15 Panels 

Panel 1 (Crime and Punishment; Chair: John Foxwell) 

Shincliffe Room 

 Simone Cameron-Coen (Trinity College Dublin), Broken Dolls: Investigating the relationship 

between female victim and female detective. 

 

This paper will address certain questions of power and voice for both the female investigator and the 

female victim in contemporary crime novels, television series and films: the BBC television series, 

‘The Fall’ (May 2013), the film adaptations of Stieg Larson’s Millennium Trilogy, and the V.I. 

Warshawski novels of Sara Paretsky.   How does a female investigator impact the description of the 

female body? If a victim has had her power of speech removed, is it possible for that power to be 

returned in any way? The idea of the female gaze has been debated for some time by Laura Mulvey, 

Mary Ann Doane, Sally R. Munt and others.  This paper will consider the idea of women as spectators 

within the text, specifically observing the broken or dead female body and how that is portrayed on 

the page and screen, with particular reference to Julia Kristeva and her conceptualisation of the abject. 

The female detective / investigator exists in a liminal space with the female abject corpse. The 

detective / investigator hovers in the in-between; between ‘good’ and ‘evil’, between life and death to 

mediate death for the living, making it comprehensible. Ultimately, I will suggest that as women have 

often been interpreted by society and patriarchy rather than themselves, the female investigator is a 

site of re-membering power within the texts.  By re-membering the female victim’s body, the female 

investigator facilitates the power of her voice.  
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Simone Cameron-Coen received her M.Phil in Literatures of the Americas from Trinity College, 

Dublin in 2012. She is currently working as the executive officer to the Dean of Students in Trinity 

College, Dublin and is an independent researcher in the fields of film, television and literature with 

particular interests in feminism, representations of gender and sexuality, Mexican cinema, and 

detective fiction.  

 

 J.C. Bernthal (Exeter University), Body of Evidence, The Female Corpse and the Middlebrow 

Corpus in Agatha Christie’s Evil Under the Sun 

 

During the Second World War, consumption of crime novels rose significantly. The need for an 

explainable, highly stylised fictional corpse is understandable, given the unidentified corpses 

mounting on the battlefield, and uncertainty surrounding national and domestic threats (Plain, 2001). 

Considering Agatha Christie, the bestselling interwar writer of detective fiction, I ask why – when 

men were being killed – most of her victims in this period are women. In Evil Under the Sun, 

stylistically and linguistically Christie’s most typical novel (Warwick, 2005), the victim is a sexy 

actress, Arlena. Described as the ultimate fashionable woman, she sunbathes, diets, and is often 

identified via her scent or skin cream. While Arlena is considered a “man eater”, when her murderer 

proves to be her lover, the detective reveals that she was always a “victim”; not fatally attractive to 

men, but fatally attracted by them. 

The novel also critiques fashion, as sunbathers are compared to soulless “meat grilling in a butcher’s 

shop”. Bodies are considered interchangeable: to establish an alibi, the murderer gets his “delicate” 

wife to pose as Arlena’s strangled corpse, lying under a modish hat and wearing fake tan. The 

difference between the robust dieted woman’s frame and the “sickly” “delicate” one, then, is 

cosmetic. Similarly, the body is the novel’s pivot. All characters establish their narrative roles – 

murderer, accomplice, scapegoat, even detective – with reference to it: the detective is the one who 

explains how a live body became a corpse, the murderer is he who made it so, and so on. Here, 

Arlena’s corpse is a self-conscious symbol for identity being constructed with reference to “other” 

bodies. Finally, I consider the above in terms of Christie’s self-expression in a traditionally masculine 

genre. While middlebrow ‘women’s fiction’ is often considered merely superficial, these popular texts 

can be read as bodies of loquacious artifice. 

J.C. Bernthal is a PhD Candidate (AHRC) and graduate teaching assistant in the Department of 

English, University of Exeter, UK. 

 

 Anne Schwan (Edinburgh Napier University), “Painted and attired even unto death”: 

Representing the Female Offender in the Manning Murder Case of 1849. 

 

In 1849, Swiss servant Maria Manning and her British husband Frederick were sentenced to death for 

murdering Patrick O’Connor, Maria’s supposed lover. Following one of the most spectacular 

executions of the nineteenth century, Charles Dickens, who had witnessed the event in London, 

together with tens of thousands of spectators, recalled the vision of Maria’s body on the scaffold—“a 

fine shape, so elaborately corseted and artfully dressed, that it was quite unchanged in its trim 

appearance as it slowly swung from side to side . . .”.  

 

This paper explores popular representations of Maria Manning in the context of wider discourses 

around female offenders, with particular attention to newspaper reports, execution broadsides and 

popular radical Robert Huish’s The Progress of Crime, or the Authentic Memoirs of Maria Manning: 

A Romance (1849), which irreverently compared Maria’s alleged sexual escapades to those of 

international royalty, recalibrating perceived notions of respectability and delinquency. Journalistic 

and popular treatments alike exploited Maria’s reputation for sexual impropriety. In their portrayal of 
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the convicted murderers, “serious” publications such as The Times drew on biblical imagery of 

sexually transgressive foreign women like Jezebel, or the theatrical tradition of strong females such as 

Lady Macbeth, casting Frederick as the ‘dupe and instrument’ of his ‘masculine’ wife. Conversely, 

popular representations deployed text and melodramatic illustrations to demonstrate how Maria 

challenged male authority at home and in the courts.  

 

Viewed in a larger context, representations of Maria became a site for showcasing female offenders’ 

transgression and its containment.  This paper suggests that beyond merely punitive functions, 

constructions of Maria and her body provided a ‘safe’ vehicle for women in the audience to imagine 

transgression without actually committing it, while offering covert opportunities to viewers/readers 

for challenging broader judicial and social structures.  

 

Anne Schwan is Reader in Literary Studies and Cultural Theory at Edinburgh Napier University. She 

is co-author, with Stephen Shapiro, of How to Read Foucault's Discipline and Punish (Pluto, 2011). 

Her monograph Convict Voices: Women, Class, and Writing About Prison in 19th Century England is 

forthcoming with the University of New Hampshire Press/University Press of New England in 

November 2014. 

Panel 2 (The Stigmatised Body; Chair: Maggie O’Neill) 

Lindisfarne Centre 

 Claire O’Callaghan (Leicester University) and Emma Young (Salford University), Literary 

Lolitas/Defiled Dolls: Adolescent Prostitution in 21
st
 Century Women’s Writing. 

 

From Henrik Ibsen’s A Dolls House (1879) to Angela Carter’s The Magic Toyshop (1967), dolls have 

long been a trope used in literary writing as a powerful and capacious symbol to encompass feminist 

concerns that critique long-standing gender and sexual norms. Since the turn of the new millennium, 

however, both contemporary women writers and feminist scholars such as Natasha Walter have re-

turned to the symbol of the doll as a principal means of highlighting current feminist concerns 

surrounding women’s bodies and sexual culture. This collaborative paper proposes to investigate the 

comparative ways in which the authors Emma Donoghue and Michèle Roberts utilise literary dolls as 

a feminist trope to interrogate the politics of adolescent prostitution. In Slammerkin (2000), Donoghue 

exposes the violence and poverty of Regency London through the eyes of teenage protagonist, Mary 

Saunders, who, gang-raped and left for dead is nursed back to health by a teenage prostitute named 

Doll. Destitute and broke, Mary finds that becoming a prostitute—a working, sexualised doll just like 

her friend Doll—is one of the few means of survival for so-called “fallen” women discarded by 

dominant culture. Meanwhile, in her short story, “Easy as ABC” (2010), Roberts tells the harrowing 

tale of Eva, a young girl whose experience of prostitution is both ‘easy’, as the title suggests, yet 

brutally destructive, leaving her detached from her body as an empty doll-like vessel. Reading both 

stories in relation to postfeminist scholarship on women, sexuality and prostitution, we argue that 

Donoghue and Roberts use the doll motif in similar ways to highlight and critique the politics of 

prostitution. We suggest that while Donoghue depicts becoming a doll, or being ‘doll-like’, as a 

necessary means of survival for Mary, as prostitution is the only “choice” society proffers for her, 

Roberts highlights the disturbing effects of the reduction of women to doll-like objects and the 

consequences of male-abuse through forced prostitution. 

  

Claire O'Callaghan is a post-doctoral research currently based at the University of Leicester. Claire's 

research expertise is in gender and sexuality - and gender and sexual theory - in contemporary 

literature, and her particular specialism is the works of contemporary writer, Sarah Waters. More 

broadly, she is interested in historical fiction and is currently working on research projects centring on 

masculinity in neo-Victorianism, and the representation of tattoos in fiction. 

 

Emma Young is a final year PhD candidate at the University of Lincoln. Her thesis examines the 

relationship between contemporary British women writers and the short story genre. Previously she 
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has published on the work of the contemporary author Emma Donoghue. Her broader research 

expertise lies in the fields of contemporary women's writing, gender studies and feminist theory.  

  

 Sreemoyee Roy Chowdhury (Durham University), The “coarse pattern” on the “beautiful 

feminine tissue” of Tess’ gendered body.  

 

This paper will analyse the artistic presentation of Tess’ gendered body and the formation of her sense 

of self through her socio-cultural experiences (how her gender makes her vulnerable to class 

manipulation which in turn makes her vulnerable to sexual exploitation) and the morphing of her 

selfhood diachronically through the narrative. A central dilemma of Tess is her body’s incapability to 

repair the ravages of rape; an irreversible event in the scheme of things; marking the displacement 

from the violation of her body through rape, to the social stigma associated with the loss of chastity 

and its ramifications. 

 

Tess’ narrative existence unfolds in phases. During her adolescence her social destiny is inscribed on 

her body through its sexualisation. She interprets oppressive forces in material and class terms; the 

trauma of inhabiting a “blighted planet”. The catastrophic event of her rape, compounded by the death 

of her infant, changes Tess from a simple girl to a complex woman. This institutes a split between her 

mind and body, causing complicated binary oppositions to circulate; social law/natural law, 

mind/body, reason/emotion, et al, isolating and de-historicizing Tess’ body. Her sojourn at 

Talbothays, marks the most “progressive fetishization of Tess's body by linking it to Angel's patently 

contradictory hypostatizations of her” (Penny Boumelh, Thomas Hardy and Women: Sexual Ideology 

and Narrative Form, p. 9). Tess is insistently naturalized; even mythologized as a child of the soil 

which continues into the next phase where Tess’ story begins to historicize in the face of the burden 

that she has to bear of Angel’s thwarted class and educational ambitions. 

 

Tess’ characterization provides the scope to unpack the paradox of Tess’ body that is neither a 

product of ideology, nor fully beyond ideology, neither completely historical, nor mythologized; a 

body that is in a state of continual refiguration.  

 

Sreemoyee is a PhD student at Durham University working under the supervision of Professor Tim 

Clark. 

 

 Erica Brown (Sheffield), “The most awful things must happen, when a woman lets herself have 

adorers, while at the same time easily coming to bits.” Aging and artifice in the novels of 

Elizabeth von Arnim (1866-1941) 

 

During the 1920s, when one of Western's society's periodic cults of youth was at its height, the 

popular novelist Elizabeth von Arnim was in her fifties. Her novels had always displayed a keen sense 

of the performative nature of femininity, and as she entered middle-age her focus turned to the aging 

woman, and the artifice needed to maintain a conventionally attractive appearance. The question of 

the sexual attractiveness of the middle-aged woman would absorb her for the rest of her career, 

becoming a central theme in Love (1925), Expiation (1929), The Jasmine Farm (1934), and Mr 

Skeffington (1940). 

 

As Kathleen Woodward observes, “Age is a subtle continuum, but we organise this continuum into 

‘polar opposites”’ (Kathleen Woodward, Aging and Its Discontents: Freud and Other Fictions, 

Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press, 1991, p. 6) and this is particularly true for women. Von 

Arnim satirizes this conventional view of the aging woman by exaggerating it: in her novels women 

do not age gradually but undergo fairy tale transformations, from beauty to crone. To rectify this 

dramatic decline cosmetics are needed and rather more radical ‘treatments’. The desperate search for a 

return to a youthful body is depicted unflinchingly, comically - and knowledgeably - as von Arnim 

herself had a face lift in 1919. Von Arnim, tiny in stature, was always known for her youthful 
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appearance, and she was at pains to maintain it. This paper will examine contemporary accounts of 

the author alongside von Arnim’s fictional depiction of the tragedies and absurdities of aging and 

‘easily coming to bits’. 

Erica Brown is a Research Fellow at Sheffield Hallam University where she works on Sheffield 

Hallam library’s “Readerships and Literary Cultures 1900-1950 Special Collection”, and she is also 

the administrator of the Middlebrow Network http://www.middlebrow-network.com/ 

She is interested in popular and “middlebrow” women’s writing of the first half of the twentieth 

century and have published a mongraph: Comedy and the Feminine Middlebrow Novel: Elizabeth von 

Arnim and Elizabeth Taylor, Pickering & Chatto, 2013. 

Panel 3 (The Art of Looking; Chair: Jade Montserrat) 

Bailey Room 

 

 Rosalind Jane Fursland (Independent), Voyeurism and the Art of Looking: The Female 

Physique as Viewed Through the Windows of Early Twentieth-Century New York. 

 

Ephemeral “scenes” from city life are immortalised in multiple literary and artistic depictions of New 

York in the early twentieth-century. My paper focuses on intimate vignettes of the female form as 

spied through windows from the outside looking in and casting devouring eyes upon the womanly 

physique.  

Taking its lead from Rebecca Zurier’s concept of the “culture of looking” in Picturing the City (2006) 

and Sabine Haenni’s interpretation of urban life as a series of “scenes” in The Immigrant Scene 

(2008), my central argument contends that, as demonstrated through literature and art of the period, 

metropolitanization and modernity in their various forms facilitated an increase in opportunities to 

view the female body. The practice of “looking” and voyeurism brought an audience to even the most 

intimate secrets of the city. In this instance the term “voyeur” may not necessarily be interpreted in its 

most pejorative sense, but as a curious passing flâneur, observing as private scenes unfold. Thus, the 

series of fleeting private moments stolen through windowpanes and depicted in art and literature of 

the time, stand in stark contrast to the Victorian codes of decorum which Zurier claims “deemed it 

unacceptable to gape at store windows or look at strangers on the street”. The textual and artistic 

preservation of transitory vignettes of the female body assume characteristics of tableaux vivants or 

poses plastiques, whereby a passing moment is staged by, in this case, an unintentional performer or 

artistic muse, and is subsequently captured and eternalised by a chance audience or roaming artist.  

In my paper, the “art of looking” will also refer to art and literature emanating from this culture of 

looking. I will draw upon an interweaving corpus of art, predominantly from New York’s Ashcan 

School, and literature by New York writers of the period. The pivotal poem to be analysed is Djuna 

Barnes’s ‘Seen from the “L”’(1915), in which the central nude figure nonchalantly combs her hair, 

framed by her mosaic window facing the street, unfettered and oblivious to the voyeuristic gaze of her 

passing audience surveying from an elevated railway carriage. Moreover, Mina Loy’s poem “Virgins 

Plus Curtains Minus Dots” (1915) uses windows with curtains as a metaphor for gendered division 

and female objectification as women look out upon men looking in; “Men’s eyes look into things/ Our 

eyes look out.” Paintings and etchings I will incorporate are to include multiple works by John Sloan 

including Turning Out the Light (1905), Hairdresser’s Window (1907), Night Windows (1910), A 

Window on the Street (1912) and Sunday, Women Drying their Hair (1912), all of which demonstrate 

elements of ‘the art of looking’. In some instances Sloan portrays passers-by as onlookers, in others 
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he casts the painting’s viewer in the rôle of a voyeur intruding upon an intimate moment. Thus I will 

argue that the advent of an ever modernising metropolis and altering moral codes of conduct created 

more opportunities for viewing the female body, specifically through voyeurism and honing the arts 

of looking, seeing and observing as demonstrated in art and literature. 

  

 Anne-Julia Zwierlein (Regensberg), “The Picture and Figure of the Half-Bedizened Damsel”: 

(Dis-) Embodied Females and Late 19
th

 Century Platform Performances. 

When Avice Caro, first incarnation of Pierston’s elusive “well-beloved” in Thomas Hardy’s 

eponymous short novel (1892 / 1897), has to “recite poetry from a platform” as part of the provincial 

town’s evening entertainment, Pierston observes her through the hall window, “pleased” with her 

bodily presence and “pretty embarrassment” on facing the audience. Unable to hear what she is 

saying, he concentrates on her physicality: “A heavy wagon passing without drowned her small soft 

voice for him; but the audience were pleased, and she blushed at their applause.” Henry James’s The 

Bostonians (1886) presents a similarly “inattentive” male audience member: Basil erases the political 

content of public lecturer Verena’s performance, concentrating on “those charming notes of her 

voice” and “the picture and figure of the half-bedizened damsel”. In both cases, erotic interest and the 

“pleasure” of the audience double as strategies for containing female irruptions into the public sphere.  

 

My paper will analyse late-nineteenth-century journalistic and fictional representations of the bodies 

and voices of female lecturers, or performers at poetry recitations. Besides newspaper and periodical 

articles, I will look at Hardy, James, and “New Woman” authors Mona Caird, Sarah Grand, and 

Elizabeth Robins. Depictions of the (semi-)public events organized under the umbrella of ‘rational 

recreation’ offer excellent case studies of the textual archiving or drowning out of female physical 

presences and voices. Such accounts enable us to inquire into relations between orality and 

visual/physical performance in late-Victorian popular culture, revealing how notions of immersion 

and immediacy, the mythologizing of bodily presence and personal ‘aura’ that was a feature of New 

Journalism and celebrity culture, were pitted against always-already mediated realities, making the 

body and the voice “both troubling and an object of desire” (Kreilkamp 32).  

 

From the silent female body seated on public platforms during the mid-nineteenth century, 

symbolically representing moral dignity and motherhood and endorsing a (male) speaker’s cause, to 

the late-nineteenth-century debate about the “notoriety” or “propriety” of female oral performances, I 

will discuss cultural conceptions of the female “public” body or its self-effacement, as in Mary 

Carpenter’s wish that she could “pursue the work I love so much without anyone seeing me”, or in 

Mary Jeune’s repugnance at the “idea of a woman mounting the platform and facing the noisy, 

gaping, vulgar crowd”. I will supplement my readings of fictional texts by looking at lecture reports’ 

techniques of summarizing, paraphrasing, or satirizing female public speech, often by 

“masculinizing” the lecturess’s body. Male condescension and uneasiness as depicted in Hardy and 

James find an echo in journalistic accounts that erase the content of female speech by concentrating 

on external appearance, “proper” (or “improper”) clothing, gestures, and bodily deportment.  

 

The paper will conclude by investigating the conflicted depictions of female oral performance in 

selected ‘New Woman’ writings. Radical in terms of their outlook on sexuality, medicine, and 

politics, these texts nonetheless emphasize rather than erase the paradox of the speaking (middle-

class) female in the late-Victorian period. Caird’s The Daughters of Danaus (1894) leads the 

protagonist from her physical dance and lecturing performances to an eventual self-effacement, 

contrasting sharply with her unattainable ideal, Emerson’s charismatic platform presence; Sarah 

Grand’s The Beth Book (1897) presents a male audience member unable to listen to a female 

speaker’s performance, preferring to contemplate her posters outside the hall. Elizabeth Robins’s 

1907 play Votes for Women, finally, presents a tumultuous scene where a female suffragette speaker 

forces the theatre audience to double as the fictional audience while projecting her body beyond the 
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confines of the stage (fiction). Yet complicating any simple narrative of liberation, the female body, 

and embodied voice, became ever more precarious in contemporaneous fictional accounts of female 

automata or “speaking dolls”, as in Arthur Conan Doyle’s “The Voice of Science” (1891) or G.B. 

Shaw’s Pygmalion (1912). Indeed, sculptor/scientist “Pygmalion’s” creation of an artificial female 

becomes a response to sculptor/artist Pierston’s hunting of an imaginary ‘well-beloved’ in Hardy’s 

fin-de-siècle novel.  

 

Anne-Julia Zwierlein is Chair of English Literature and Culture at the University of Regensburg, her 

website is: http://www.uni-regensburg.de/sprache-literatur-kultur/anglistik/staff/zwierlein/index.html  

 

 Artemis Alexiou (Manchester Metropolitan University), The female body in women’s periodical 

press [England, c. 1891-1939]: nontextual representations and their association to gender. 

By the late 19th century, periodicals have reached a new level of intelligence both in terms of design 

and marketing. Advertisements and editorial material now co-existed in the same page, the majority 

of working class women had access to a range of magazines and print allowed mass production as 

well as the exploitation of new markets (Ballaster, 1991, pp.80-92). The theme presented in this paper 

is part of a larger PhD project - which seeks to highlight the importance of interdisciplinary studies in 

furthering the understanding of diverse communication practices used in print media – and is 

particularly focusing on feminist and popular periodicals that have been established in England [c. 

1891-1939]. 

 

Inspired by Gérard Genette’s philosophical framework of the paratext (Genette, 1991), this paper 

examines the non-textual representations of the female body in women’s magazines; it deliberates 

feminine and feminist representation by interpreting the publisher’s peritext and considers whether or 

not visual communication practices effectively constitute a broad indictment of gendered interests. 

The paper raises questions about the influence of gendered ideologies on paratextual choices applied 

on print communication practices and particularly concentrates on illustration from twenty different 

women’s periodicals. 

 

Print has been frequently gendered, but graphic design history has primarily considered print media 

communication practices in non-gendered ways. Focusing mainly on contemporary mainstream 

magazines, existing studies [Barnard, 2006; Aynsley & Forde, 2007] within graphic design are 

usually general overviews, which focus solely on design practice from a practitioner’s perspective. 

Outside the graphic design field, there is an extensive interest in women’s magazines and gender 

[Beetham, 1996; Beetham, 2001; Brake, 2001; Brake & Demoor, 2009; Brake et al., 2000; Brake et 

al., 1990; Fraser et al., 2003; Onslow, 2000; White, 1970 to name a few], but these studies engage 

almost exclusively with literary, sociological and/or market-oriented discourse. Conversely, this paper 

is an enquiry into the visual representations, of the female body, utilized by women’s magazines, 

whilst considering to what extend and in what respect are representations of this kind influenced by 

contemporary gender ideals. 

 

Artemis is a PhD student at Manchester Metropolitan University. 

 

 

11.15-11.30 Coffee/Tea, Lindisfarne Centre   
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11.30-13.00 Panels  

 

Panel 4 (Political Bodies; Chair: Simon James) 

Garden Room 

 Rachel Tennis (Londonderry City of Culture Committee), Fashioning the City: The Gendered 

Body Politic of a City of Culture 

 

In 2013 Derry~Londonderry became the inaugural UK City of Culture with a special year of events 

taking place to showcase the city. Central to the year's programme was a celebration of the unique 

role that women have played in the history of the city since its birth, from the Siege of Derry to the 

Suffragette and Civil Rights movements. One of the most crucial of these roles is the contribution of 

the predominantly female workforce that made Derry, at its peak, the shirt-making capital of the 

world, shaping the city's powerful industrial, economic and cultural profile. 

 

This talk will examine how and why now, in 2013 as part of the City of Culture bid, and its 

subsequent celebration, the gendered past of the city has been brought to the fore though a variety of 

means including theatre, art, music, festivals and a project to build an oral history archive. By 

considering the gendered past of the city and the known narratives and non-narratives of the women 

and men that have shaped the contemporary city scape, we can “read” the city's textual landscape to 

comprehend its essential role in the evolution of our artistic, political and economic future. 

Rachel is a native of Londonderry. She graduated in English Literature from the University of 

Durham in 2003 and was awarded a Distinction in her Masters in Nation, Writing, Culture at 

Edinburgh University in 2005. 

 

Rachel's day job is European Buyer for Seagate Technology, but she is heavily involved in the 

cultural scene in her hometown through her involvement in music and amateur dramatics and work as 

a Shared Reading Facilitator with the Reading Rooms project, a collaboration between the Verbal 

Arts Centre and The Reader Organisation's Read to Lead initiative. Employed as a consultant by the 

City of Culture in 2011, Rachel produced a review mapping funding, expertise and models of best 

practice in music provision throughout the city and the wider region which was used to determine the 

strategy of the Children's Music Promise, one of the core initiatives of the City of Culture programme.  

  

 Daniel Morse (Edinburgh University), The Shape of Citizenship: Examining the Female Body 

Politic in American New Immigrant Fiction. 

 

In the early twentieth century, European immigrants to the United States faced nativist prejudice, poor 

working conditions, and a hostile political climate that lionized a carefully constructed archetype of 

“Anglo-Saxon” identity.  As American entrepreneurs exploited recently-arrived immigrants for cheap 

labor and xenophobic public figures worked to close the country’s borders and ensure that the foreign-

born remained disenfranchised, industrialization and a rapidly changing social sphere allowed women 

born in patriarchal southern and eastern European cultures to challenge traditional citizenship by 

exploring alternative methods of social and political interaction.  Faced with a melting pot mythos in 

which the stereotypical immigrant was—and, according to Elizabeth Ewen, remains—a male who 

acculturates by achieving economic ascendance and participating in the country’s burgeoning 

consumer culture, Jewish and Italian women in America embraced the nascent mass-produced 

clothing market to devise what contemporary novelist Anzia Yezierska called “the democracy of 

beauty”. 

 

By participating in the sartorial semiosis of the democracy of beauty, immigrant women in the 

metropolises of America’s east coast redefined citizenship as cultural rather than civic; however, 

underlying this sea change, both literally and figuratively, was the female body.  As Yezierska 
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demonstrates in her novels, clothing and accessories functioned as complex, overt symbols 

advertising acculturative potential, but they only worked when draped upon—and flattering—a 

female form.  Drawing inspiration from contemporary democratic theorists Walter Lippmann and 

John Dewey (with whom Yezierska had both a professional and romantic relationship) and citing 

modern critics such as Ewen, Amy Koritz, and William Boelhower, I propose to deconstruct texts 

written by Yezierska and her contemporaries Mary Antin and Rose Cohen in order to examine the 

relationship between the female body, clothing, and political agency in pre-Depression American 

immigrant literature, ultimately arguing that these writers sought to effect socio-political change via 

the vehicle of the female textual body. 

 

Daniel Morse holds a Master of Liberal Arts in the Humanities from St. Edward’s University in 

Austin, Texas, and a Ph.D. in English Literature from the University of Edinburgh, where he is 

currently employed as a postdoctoral teaching assistant.  His doctoral thesis, Not Quite White: Jewish 

Literary Identity, New Immigration and Otherness in America, 1890-1930, examines the politics of 

cross-cultural communication and identity construction in texts authored by transatlantic immigrants 

as well as analyzing the semiotic aspects of the rise of consumerist citizenship in the United States’ 

industrial age. 

 

 Holly Pike (Birmingham University), Re-membering the abject body: corporeality in life 

narratives by Francoist political prisoners. 

 

Spain’s Francoist dictatorship (1936-1975) ruled the nation with an iron fist founded on the pillars of 

authoritarianism, traditionalism, and Catholicism. As a result of these ideologies, the women of Spain, 

divided into ‘good’ and ‘bad’, were central to the regime, venerated as mothers of the nation and 

demonized for the nation’s downfall. This demonization consisted of social, historical, and corporeal 

eradication of the female subject, as circumscribed within the justice system that imprisoned 

transgressive women in their thousands. Once behind bars, they were simultaneously subjected to 

inhumane conditions, mass executions, and brutal physical torture for ‘political crimes’, and denied 

political status on account of their gender. Outside the Francoist prisons, female inmates were 

perceived as “red whores” and paraded naked through the streets with shaved heads, having been 

force-fed the laxative Castor oil. Official propaganda remained silent on the issue. And silence has 

been the legacy of these women, lost to historiographical, political, and critical amnesia. In this 

presentation, I examine the life narratives by Soledad Real and Juana Doña that have sought to break 

this silence. Using the Kristevan notion of abjection, I posit that Francoist discourses rendered the 

female prisoner an abject body. Prison life narratives respond to this within their texts, which 

constitute a discourse of female political prisoner corporeality. I highlight how these narratives 

balance bodily images of women subjected to gendered physical repression, with those of femininities 

in line with party political rhetoric. These corporeal images demonstrate both a need to pay homage to 

prisoner experience and a need to distance the prisoner from publicly endorsed models of the vilified, 

abject female form. Through this combination, the texts provide a site for the examination of female 

prisoner corporeal subjectivities that both replicate and reject enforced gender politics of the Francoist 

regime.  

Holly Pike is a PhD candidate in Hispanic studies at the University of Birmingham. Her thesis 

examines corporeal subjectivities within life writing by female political prisoners under Spain's 

Franco dictatorship. She is also interested in the body, female sexuality, and women and crime. She 

teaches academic writing and is involved in the Roles sexuality and gender research forum based in 

Birmingham. 
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Panel 5 (Defining Sex/Defining Gender; Chair: Lauren Owen) 

Bailey Room 

 

 Laura Rotunno (Pennsylvania State Altoona), Mind & Body: Can the Female Academic Have 

Both?  

 

In late 1800s Britain, Victorian women, according to many, were in danger of “sapping their pelvic 

power” if they endured the “strain” of intellectual work. In response, founders of women’s higher 

education institutions integrated athletic activities into their curricula. Such integration created 

scholars as well as accomplished tennis, hockey, cricket, and lacrosse players as well as avid archers 

and bikers. Such women exemplified the popular “strong mind, strong body” rhetoric. And yet, the 

popular press ridiculed female academic athletes with unflattering cartoons and caustic coverage of 

their competitions; men’s colleges burned effigies of biking women, and even New Woman literature 

ambivalently portrayed such figures.  

The central question of “Mind and Body” is: if, how, and why have conditions for the female athletic 

academic changed from the Victorian period to 21st century?  

Central to this study is my athletic journey. I am a competitive bodybuilder and an Associate 

Professor of English at Penn State Altoona. Like I attend academic conferences, I participate in 

bodybuilding competitions. Both require months of preparation to hone a “product” that I present for 

evaluation. Beyond the immediate response at the competitions/conferences, in tenure and promotion 

evaluation, experts judge the conferences and papers I present. In my academic life, my colleagues 

comment on my athletic project’s value. I am not unique. Many other female academics pursue, for 

instance, weightlifting, hockey, boxing, tae kwon do, even roller derby. A study of the cultural work 

done by these academic athletes—work that entails research into the reactions to such athletic 

pursuits/female athletes in comparison and contrast to that of our Victorian counterparts—is necessary 

to answer whether the “strong body, strong mind” rhetoric, as popular in the Victorian period as 

today, has positive 21st-century cultural power, power that could aid female academics in their 

intellectual, personal, and political pursuits.  

Laura is an Associate Professor of English as well as the Honors Program Coordinator at Penn State 

Altoona (in Altoona, Pennsylvania). Her, Postal Plots in British Fiction, 1840-1898: Readdressing 

Correspondence in Victorian Culture will be out from Palgrave in July 2013. She is excited to attend 

"Literary Dolls" because she is beginning a project that examines the cultural response to academic 

women who participate in athletic enterprises. Her focus will be Victorian/Edwardian as well as 21st-

century female athletes. 

 Kate Faber Oestreich (Coastal Carolina University), Pearls of Desire: (Ad)dressing Female Bi-

Sexuality in Orlando. 

 

In Virginia Woolf’s 1928 novel Orlando, the eponymous protagonist accepts her magical transition 

during the eighteenth century from a he to a she “without showing any signs of discomposure,” until 

the moment she dons English women’s clothing, when she suddenly “felt culpable; dishonoured; 

unchaste, which, for one who had never given the matter a thought, was strange.” Considering the 

significance to Orlando of dressing and undressing one’s fe/male body in order to pursue a “Life! A 

Lover!,” surprisingly few critics have analyzed clothing within the novel as a subtext for female bi-

sexual desire. The story starts with the male Orlando hurriedly donning ornamental court dress, yet 

the truly fascinating portion of the novel’s sartorial symbolism begins when the now female Orlando 
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returns to England just before the “The Great Masculine Renunciation,” a term coined by J.C. Flügel 

in his seminal The Psychology of Clothes (1930) to mark how in the Victorian Era men’s clothing 

became uniformly banal—i.e., the ubiquitous black suit. Conversely, taffetas, brocades, satins, and 

silks; petticoats and crinolines; gold wedding bands, and men’s silk knickerbockers factor heavily into 

the female Orlando’s experience of dressing for “Life! A Lover!” in the 19
th
 century. But it is the 

pearl necklace—which appears in every era of Orlando’s long life—that provides a crucial link 

between her erotic life as a man and as a woman, and between her passionate sexual encounters with 

both male and female lovers in the 19
th
 and 20

th
 centuries. 

 

Many scholars interested in Orlando, even in their shared recognition that the fe/male Orlando 

troubles categorization, have agreed that there is “Sapphic truth” to the character’s desires. But I 

believe the female Orlando’s sexuality from the 19
th
 century on cannot be reduced to a Sapphic 

legerdemain. Instead, she (ad)dresses the body as a text from which bi-sexual desire can be read, 

illustrating that the fixed relationship between gender and sex is not just socially constructed but also 

a vital component of writing one’s own way to satisfying sexual encounters with women and men. 

 

Kate Faber Oestreich is Assistant Professor of Literature, Writing, and New Media at Coastal 

Carolina University. The Victorians Institute Journal has accepted for publication in their next issue 

her article, “Sue’s Desires: Sexuality and Reform Fashion in Jude the Obscure.” And she has also 

published “Gothic Remediation: The Castle of Otranto and The Monk” (co-written with Daniel J. 

Ennis) and “Deviant Celibacy: Renouncing Dinah’s Little Fetish in Adam Bede.” Oestreich’s 

dissertation is entitled, Fashioning Chastity: British Marriage Plots and the Tailoring of Desire, 

1790-1930 (2008). Her areas of specialization include English literature of the long nineteenth 

century, cultural materialism, sartorial semiotics, and multimodal composition. 

 

 Susie Mower (Loughborough University), Happy Days: Sinking Into Immanence. 

Dysfunctional, fragmented, and restricted bodies are a cornerstone of Samuel Beckett’s stage, where 

characters and actors, alike, find themselves forced to express the inexpressible, with diminishing 

resources. Historically, existentialist readings of Beckett have offered an insight into works which 

tend to raise essential questions regarding what it means to be, when normative metanarratives have 

ceased to govern, and “realist” escapism is denied. When it comes to consideration of 

phenomenological existentialism and its proponents, however, the works of Simone de Beauvoir often 

seem to be eschewed, or assimilated into those of the “more famous” Jean-Paul Sartre. This paper will 

argue that, if we revisit de Beauvoir’s writings, particularly The Second Sex, we can gain fresh insight 

into some of Beckett’s female characters, who, like de Beauvoir, have a tendency to be overlooked, 

and a new “existentialist” reading of parts of his oeuvre can begin to emerge. De Beauvoir, as well as 

being a figurehead of feminist theory, was a phenomenologist in her own right, and by using Happy 

Days as a case study, her theories can be applied to Beckett just as readily as those of her male 

existentialist counterparts. This paper will argue that in Happy Days, we are presented with a 

protagonist, Winnie, who does much to illustrate the limitations placed on the female body, which in 

this case is enclosed, literally, within the earth, and, figuratively, in its own immanence. I propose that 

Winnie presides “happily” over reduced but familiar circumstances, which see her rendered captive 

by not only the demands of a relentless and punishing text, but also by a “cultural script” that would 

fix her to the spot. In her attempts to transcend herself as object, Winnie actually makes of herself her 

own "other", and demonstrates what it means, for her, to “become” a woman. 

Susie Mower is currently undertaking postgraduate research at Loughborough University, where she 

is combining the theories established in the writings of the “French existentialists”, de Beauvoir, 

Sartre and company, with those of contemporary theorists, in order to launch a new phenomenological 

investigation into the drama, prose and poetry of Samuel Beckett. Susie is now enjoying her fifth year 
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of lecturing in Drama at the University of Lincoln, and has published articles/book chapters from her 

PhD thesis, as well as on Peter Brook's The Mahabharata, and Etienne Decroux’s corporeal mime.  

 

Panel 6 (The Physical Textual Woman; Alistair Brown) 

Shincliffe Room 

 

 Sharihan Al-Akhras (Durham University), The “Descent” of Women: Demonized, Monstrous 

Female Characters and the Deformed Body in the Afterlife. 

 

The representation of women in (Heaven and Hell) has played an essential role in determining their 

place in the current world and in the afterlife. For example, one of the common descriptions of women 

in Heaven, mainly enjoying an exquisite and eternal beauty, is arguably a complete counterpart to the 

portrayal of the women in Hell, that is, monstrous and mutilated. 

My paper will investigate the representation of deformed female characters in literary works that 

stemmed from religious thought such as Paradise Lost, The Divine Comedy and Arabic Literature, 

specifically (The Arabian Nights and the Islamic Legend of Ascension: Al Isra Wal Miraj). I will look 

at the “deformation” of the feminine body in the works of Milton and Dante, while comparing it to the 

similar representation of deformed female characters in the Middle-Eastern tradition.  

The representation of the bestial, mutilated female characters – that were once beautiful, but later 

demonized due to their rebellious nature – tends to follow a similar pattern of portrayal in all 

traditions despite the different social, religious and geographical backgrounds. The portresses of Hell 

in the three traditions: the serpentine Medusa (in The Divine Comedy), the deformed Sin (in Paradise 

Lost) and the Arabian “Ghoul” (the shape-shifting cave dweller in the Islamic Hadith) are the three 

main characters to be compared in this discussion.  

 After demonstrating the similarities these female characters share, I will investigate the manner 

literary works of the 19
th
 century incorporated and applied these specific concepts. Moreover, I will 

trace how such concepts were reutilised in poetry and novels, and to what extend the romanticised 

female form was affected with the earlier representation of these female figures and their ‘hellish’ 

transformation.  

Sharihan started her academic studies with a B.Sc. in 2005 as a student of Pharmacy at the University 

of Jordan, where she was awarded the title “Writer of the Year” in the second year of my BA, after 

winning a short story competition. In 2011, she was awarded an MA in Myth, Literature, and the 

Unconscious from the University of Essex and she is currently in her first year as a Ph.D. student 

supervised by Dr Mandy Green and Dr Robert Carver. She is exploring a “Comparative 

Representation of Women in the afterlife in Middle-Eastern and European texts”. Her thesis will 

examine the depiction of female characters in Dante’s Inferno, Milton’s Paradise Lost, and Middle-

Eastern texts such as the Quran, the Hadith and The Arabian Nights. The research aims to question the 

representation of female characters in the afterlife focusing on their relation to sin and damnation in 

hell, but also comparing such depictions with representations of women in heaven. 

 

 

 

 

 Gemma King (Birmingham University), “The Girl Who Isn’t There”: May Kendall’s 

(Non)Representations of the Female Form. 

May Kendall is an extremely significant, but often overlooked, figure in the history of a literature of 

social critique, yet despite producing prolific and important publications between the 1880s and 1930s 
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on topics such as gender, class and theosophy, she has received far less critical attention than her male 

collaborators and contemporaries.  Recent scholarship has begun to recognize the significance of 

Kendall’s contribution, but publications by Marion Thain, Diana Maltz and John Holmes highlight 

how little we know of Kendall’s life and how much of her work is still unstudied.  The intention of 

this paper is therefore to enhance scholarly appreciation of Kendall and enrich our understanding of a 

canon of female writers of the period. 

I will analyse Kendall’s depictions of the female physical form in three poems: “In the Toy Shop” 

(1887); “In the Drawing Room” (1894); and “The Girl Who isn’t There” (1905).  The first text 

portrays a doll longing for the passionate temperament of a real female child.  I will compare the 

sociological implications of this depiction with those in the latter poems, which enact a transition 

from representing the female form as inanimate to one which is intangible. ‘In the Drawing Room’ 

evokes the female subject through her absence by describing the contents of the room from which she 

is missing and ‘The Girl who isn’t there’ portrays a longing for an alternative to the conventional 

woman, which defies possession and typical representation.  Close reading will be supported by 

biographical evidence of Kendall’s own challenges to contemporary notions of typical feminine 

conduct, including previously unpublished information.  I will argue that Kendall’s poetic (non-) 

representations of the female body express dissatisfaction with the female social condition around the 

fin de siècle and a desire to subvert the expectations imposed upon women by defying conventional 

visual/textual representation.   

Gemma King is a PhD candidate at the University of Birmingham. 

 

 Natasha Cooper (Durham University), Universal Mothering: Octavia Butler’s Lilith as Mother.  

In this paper I endeavor to present the theme of universal motherhood and the physicality of 

mothering, through the character of Lilith, as reinterpreted from the Biblical/Rabbinical tradition into 

modern science fiction, by Octavia Butler in her text Lilith’s Brood (1989). 

Butler’s text establishes the notion of motherhood through the physical body of her title character, 

Lilith Iyapo, whose surname itself means, as John Lennard’s critical note on the text observes, 

“mother who has returned” (2012), and in this Butler sets the tone for her rebirth. More significantly, 

the title refers to Lilith’s “brood”, her progeny, marking her physicality in female reproduction and in 

motherhood. 

While in the Biblical tradition, Eve is generally understood to be the mother of all mankind, her 

physical femaleness is not made explicit. Various interpretations of Lilith, popularly regarded to be 

Adam’s first wife before Eve, view her as all physicality, and within this physicality a figure of 

feminine evil. Building on this tradition of interpretation, Lilith Iyapo’s mothering is explicit and 

physical – as in her relationship with her son, Akin. 

Butler’s text revives themes of African-American motherhood. Where the original Lilith of the 

rabbinical Alphabet of Ben Sira, is apparently devoid of the sentiments of motherhood, Butler instead 

draws from an inherited tradition of motherly sentiment: the “mammy figure”, whose physical being 

is all maternal, yet devoid of any sexual aspect. Reflecting African-American themes and black 

feminist critical thought, Butler’s notion of communal motherhood presents an alternate world where 

men are irrelevant to the familial structure, and femaleness is paramount in primary relationships. 

Alice Walker’s notion of “womanism” as described in, In Search of Our Mothers’ Gardens (1967), as 

an aspect of female strength and capability ties in with this African-American heritage of 

womanhood, and presentation of the all-encompassing mother. 

The presentation of the maternal female body, viewed alongside the womanist capacity for 

motherhood, is then implicit in the textual production of the African-American female. Butler’s text, 
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while transporting the reader to an alternate universe, reiterates the universality of motherhood 

through Lilith. 

Natasha completed her BA in English Literature from St. Xavier's College, Bombay, India (with 

minors in History and Sociology) with a First, where she was also a member of the College's internal 

Honours Programme in English and in History. Following this, she came to Durham to read for a 

Masters in English Literary Studies. Her Masters dissertation focused on various heroic figures in 

literature and film adaptations, viewed against a theoretical background.  

She is currently a PhD student at Durham, where her research focuses on modern and contemporary 

rewritings of female literary protagonists in relation to ideas of tragedy and feminist literary criticism. 

Based on the recent preoccupation with rewriting voices from the margins, she is attempting to make 

a theoretical examination of such specific marginalised, tragic female characters, within a larger 

intertextual postmodern framework. 

13.00-13.30 Lunch 

13.30-14.15 Kate Macdonald, Lindisfarne Centre 

14.15-15.45 Panels 

 

Panel 7 (Thoroughly Modern Women; Chair: Anne Marie Einhaus) 

Shincliffe Room 

 

 Lisa Stead (Exeter University), “Don’t let him notice me, don’t let him look at me”: Cinema, 

Vision and the Aging Female Body in Jean Rhys’ Early Fiction. 

 

This paper explores the ways in which cinema features within the early fiction of modernist author 

Jean Rhys as a signifier for women’s bodily experiences within modernity, specifically in relation 

surveillance and regulation of the aging female body.  

 

To do so, the paper adopts three core perspectives on Rhys’ use of cinema and the female body in her 

interlinked European novels published between 1928 and 1939 (Quartet [1928], Voyage in the Dark 

[1931], After Leaving Mr Mackenzie [1934], and Good Morning, Midnight [1939]). It turns firstly to 

address the use of cinematic techniques in her experimental narrative style as a particular mode of 

mediated vision in relation to the public performance of femininity and the male and female 

observation of female bodies. Secondly, it investigates Rhys’ emphasis upon specific cinema sites 

within London and Paris from local flea pits to city centre picture palaces, looking at the how these 

relate to women’s movement within the urban arena, specifically regulated by pervasive cultural 

stereotypes surrounding the physical presence of older and unmarried women within cinema spaces. 

Finally, the paper will turn to examine Rhys’ use of selected cinematic texts – particularly the comedy 

and the serial – to explore the connection Rhys makes between cinematic female bodies and those of 

her protagonists as cinemagoers, linked outwards to her own experience and written reflection upon 

her brief time as an extra on silent era film sets.  

The paper will situate Rhys’ cinematic emphasis within a wider portrait of an intermedial and 

profoundly textual female film culture across the interwar period in Britain, where the relationship 

between the female body, leisure practices and popular representations were debated, challenged and 

negotiated through a variety 
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 Lisa Stead is a Lecturer (E&S) in English and Film at the University of Exeter. She has published 

articles on literature and regional cinema-going, fan cultures, and film archiving, and is co-editor of 

the forthcoming collection The Boundaries of the Literary Archive: reclamation and representation 

(Ashgate 2013). She is currently producing a monograph on film fictions and interwar British cinema 

culture. 

 

 Elizabeth Brunton (Queen Mary, London), Sasha Jenson as a Living Doll in Good Morning 

Midnight. 

 

Sasha Jansen, the protagonist of Jean Rhys’s 1939 novel Good Morning Midnight, recalls working in 

a dress shop, where she envies the mannequins on display. She thinks ‘what a success they would 

have made of their lives if they had been women. Satin skin, silk hair, velvet eyes, sawdust heart – all 

complete’. This paper argues that through the novel Sasha desires, and attempts, to transform herself 

into a living doll: perfectly groomed externally and without the capacity to feel. This process begins 

when the traces of her maternity are removed, firstly from her body by the midwife and then further 

by the death of her son. 

 

Sasha’s body is untouched by birth. In losing the marks of motherhood, she loses motherhood itself. 

The unnatural eradication of the marks of childbirth from Sasha’s body seem to mark the beginning of 

Sasha’s partial transformation from a creative, maternal woman into a blank automaton. Rhys’s use of 

the mannequin critiques the expectation that women should be both perfectly formed and maternal, 

undermining the Pygmalion myth. In Ovid’s tale, the statue-woman maintains her perfection, 

produces a son and exists harmoniously in the patriarchal world. However, the real woman, Sasha, is 

unable to do so; her baby dies and she is losing her looks, thus retains no value as a woman in her 

society. 

 

Rhys does not depict a woman fighting the necessity of attaining perfection. Relating the text to the 

cultural history of the day, including the rise of Hollywood glamour and the importance of 

mannequins in surrealist (often misogynist) art, I will demonstrate that, for a woman like Sasha, it is 

better to acquiesce and desire the status of a living doll than to live as a real woman in a patriarchal 

world.  

 

Elizabeth completed a PhD at QMUL in 2012 and she is currently turning the thesis into a monograph 

entitled Infant Death and Modernist Fiction, which explores the overlooked prevalence of stillbirth 

and early infant death in fiction of that period (focusing particularly on Rhys, Joyce, Hemingway and 

H.D. among others). She teaches at QMUL and Middlesex Universities and she has written a 

forthcoming chapter on “Ford and Gender” to be published in the Ashgate Research Companion to 

Ford Madox Ford. Her work is more generally is concerned with gender and medicine and she is 

currently working on the representations of heart disease in modernist fiction and the way in which 

illness and gender interact. 

 Carissa Foo (Durham University), She Sees Her Everywhere: Finding the (No)Body in Djuna 

Barnes’ Nightwood. 

Nightwood abandons laws of verisimilitude in its narrative of the body, breaking it down into 

textures—sensual, aural and visual images—that commingle in the space of the novel. This paper 

shows how Robin, who is barely present yet whose existence pervades, is embodied and fragmented, 

strategically paralleling the elusive form of the narrative. The enigma of Robin lies in the fact that 

despite her fleeting existence and little words, she is perceptively experienced and overtly tangible 

throughout the novel. She is viewed through the lenses of the peripheral characters that deconstruct 

and re-construct her image and body as they tell their versions of Robin. The reader is left with the 

task of picking up the pieces and assembling a narrative of their own, fulfilling the Doctor’s prophecy: 

one is “put to find the narrative”. This broken form gives Nightwood the leverage of creating a 
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pervasive aura of the body that is sensed in the process of perceiving and reading. instead of 

presenting the body as an a priori structure that precedes experience. Specifically, this paper discusses 

how the broken body is made possible through the negativities of the body—that is, the deliberate 

non-mention of the body and overt references that distort and obliterate naturalist and realist 

representations. Barnes dismembers the conventional body and scatters its parts in the cumbrous 

hoard of discordant images to make space for different positions and orientations from which the body 

can be perceived and read. This paper shows how Nightwood disrupts linearity and challenges ready-

made knowledge though the broken form and negativities of the body, at once shocking and gripping 

the reader into making sense of the jagged figurations of Robin and the montage-like structure of the 

novel in order to find for himself, a narrative of the body.  

Carissa Foo is a PhD student at Durham University. She received her BA Hons and MA in English 

Literature from Nanyang Technological University. Her research interest is in the dialogics of place 

and space in twentieth century modernist women’s writing, in particular how space is 

conceived/perceived in relation to concepts of phenomenology, proprioception and affect. She is 

currently reading works of Djuna Barnes, Virginia Woolf, Jean Rhys and Olive Moore. 

Panel 8 (Contemporary Dolls; Samuel Thomas) 

Lindisfarne Centre 

 Emma Miller (Durham University), “You seem to have a thing for dead girls”: Framing Our 

Fearful Symmetry in Audrey Niffenegger’s Contemporary Victorianism. 

In Neo-Victorianism: The Victorians in the Twenty-First Century (2009), Mark Llewellyn and Ann 

Heilmann describe the Neo-Victorian as: “more than historical fiction set in the nineteenth century”, 

in order to be included in this category, texts “must in some respect be self-consciously engaged with 

the act of (re)interpretation, (re)discovery and (re)vision concerning the Victorians” (4). Surely then, 

fiction that draws upon the style, structure or content of the Victorian period in an intellectual and 

creative way which is sustained throughout the course of the text, even if it is not located historically 

in the Victorian period, but demonstrates a relationship with Victorian values, ideology and 

discourses, in order to explore the continued contemporary fascination with the nineteenth century, 

must be considered to be related to the Neo-Victorian. Although perhaps a separate category of Neo-

Victorianism is required to describe this subdivision. Audrey Niffenegger’s Our Fearful Symmetry, 

does just this, and perhaps can be more accurately termed “contemporary Victorian fiction”. It 

attempts in the words of the Blake poem from which the title derives, “to frame” the “fearful 

symmetry” of the contemporary relationship to a bygone age, which is characterised by both nostalgia 

and, crucially, anxiety.  

This looking backwards, has, in recent years become more prevalent, particularly in contemporary 

romantic fiction where undead supernatural lovers and their mortal partners are the focus of many of 

our most popular texts. This love affair with the Victorians, a Romantic as well as a romantic device, 

is explored by Niffenegger, through Robert’s maudlin and obsessive fascination with Highgate 

Cemetery, which commenced with an academic interest for his PhD thesis, but he has since “lost all 

perspective”. However it is his romantic attachment to what is dead and gone, highlighted by the 

comment that he “has a thing for dead girls”, to which he replies: “[n]ot because they’re dead. Though 

unattainability is always attractive”, which will be the focus for this paper on our cultural physical 

appreciation of the past as the pursuit of the Lacanian unattainable and simultaneously desired Other.   
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Emma Miller’s research focuses on the textual presentation of young adult domestic trauma and 

sexuality. She is particularly concerned with the social impact of text on life, and life on text in this 

respect. Her first monograph exploring Iris Murdoch’s use of intertextuality to narrate domestic abuse 

will be published with McFarland this year. She is the editor of a collection on incest in contemporary 

literature and her second monograph, Growing-Up in the Gothic Text, is in preparation.  

  

 Jessica Seymour (Southern Cross University), Weaponized Women in Contemporary YA 

Dystopia. 

Although dystopia as a branch of science fiction has been widely critically analysed, the recent surge 

in young adult (YA) dystopia has not attracted this attention, despite differences in genre conventions. 

In the last decade there has been a surge in dystopia narratives marketed to young readers which 

centre around young female protagonists and examine issues and themes relevant to young people; 

such as gender and marriage inequality, environmental catastrophe and biological warfare. The 

objectification of young women through the construction of a dystopian society which glorifies beauty 

without agency is a popular theme in contemporary dystopian literature. The young protagonist is 

objectified and used as a tool or weapon to maintain control in the society, but ultimately appropriates 

this power for herself. YA dystopia extends the objectification and restriction of autonomy exercised 

by young women to its most disturbing conclusion in order to interrogate the result. 

 

Contemporary YA dystopia is worthy of academic attention because the depiction of young women in 

widely consumed media is indicative of a wider social context. The trend towards the empowerment 

of women through the reclamation of the female body in YA dystopia indicates a shift in the social 

status of women – particularly young women – who experience objectification through mass media 

and social conditioning. Contemporary dystopian YA fiction tends to promote the power of choice for 

young women and offers the female protagonist an opportunity to critically engage with the fictional 

society, even acting to alter the society on a fundamental level through her status as a weapon or tool 

of the power holders. In examining trends in the genre, this paper will argue that YA dystopia 

interrogates the objectification of the female body and ultimately empowers the young female reader 

through the depiction of female protagonists with power and agency. 

 

Jessica Seymour is a PhD candidate at Southern Cross University and a recipient of the Australian 

Postgraduate Award. Her research interests include children’s and young adult literature, genre theory 

and textual analysis, speculative fiction and transmedia storytelling. 

 

 Alistair  Brown (Durham University), Playing Gender: A Ludological Perspective on Tomb 

Raider 

Video games have provided some of the most hyperbolic performances of gender in contemporary 

culture, from the gun violence of Grand Theft Auto, to the candy-coloured doll play of The Sims. One 

of the most controversial depictions of gender on screen has been the figure of Lara Croft from the 

Tomb Raider series. Since it was first released in 1996, critics have argued that its female heroine – 

with her large breasts, rounded hips, and tight clothing – embodies the sexual fantasies of the assumed 

male player, reinforcing a female archetype through her stylised body. However, the representation of 

gender in the video game is more complicated than this.  

A game is not merely a succession of passively witnessed images, but an interactive experience, the 

narrative of which is restricted and conditioned by the virtual body behind the screen. When we 

consider Tomb Raider from a ludic perspective, we recognise that the (male) player is forced to 

occupy the female body in a potentially transgressive way.  The fact that male gamers play in a female 

body, as well as merely looking at it, complicates the alleged gender stereotypes the game presents. 
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For example, Lara’s long legs are not simply objects of desire; they also condition the speed at which 

Lara can run and jump, mechanisms which are essential to successful play. A player is thus 

simultaneously conscious of her sexual representation, but also her unexpected but limited athletic 

capabilities, thereby situating Lara somewhat outside the feminine archetype her image alone might 

suggest. Whilst acknowledging that this does not entirely compensate for the way Lara’s body is still 

coded in a hyperbolically sexualised way, this paper will demonstrate the importance of thinking 

about gender in games in a way which distinguishes them from other, non-interactive, media such as 

visual art, film or literature. 

Alistair Brown is an Associate Lecturer at the Open University, teaching courses on the arts and 

literature, and a Postdoctoral Teaching Assistant in English at Durham University, where he also edits 

the research impact and dissemination blog Research in English At Durham. He has recently 

completed a distance-learning textbook on Topics in Modernism for the Singapore Institute of 

Management University, and is currently preparing a monograph on Reading Games: Computer 

Games and the Limits of Literature. He has published numerous articles and book chapters on topics 

such as game studies, postmodern literature, and science fiction. Details of his current research and 

publications can be found at http://www.thepequod.org.uk/. 

Panel 9 (Bodies that Speak Volumes; Susan Frenk) 

Bailey Room 

 

 Jade Montserrat (Crescent Arts, Scarborough), Josephine Baker as “doll”: The First Black 

Superstar 

 

Josephine Baker may be compared with contemporary superstars who have intensely and extensively 

utilised their bodies to engage audiences through their inherent, dedicated accentuation and expression 

of exoticism and eroticism. Baker paved her own way in ensuring that she remained true to her 

individuality, sensuality, sexual frankness and cause for activism. Baker represents a unique 

personality that merged spectacle with social consciousness and responsibility – perhaps a model for 

paradoxical initiatives such as “Chime for Change”, which is aided by a powerful social network 

presence. How are these platforms playing to or defying expectation, possession and objectification of 

women? How has culture shaped divergent hierarchies for female bodies, one that is slavish to 

celebrity culture and consumer driven, whilst the other is concerned with empowerment and 

liberation? How are the boundaries being blurred between the exhibited female body and the spectator 

– and is there a distinguishable common aim?" 

 

Jade Montserrat’s work assumes a vernacular to mask and interrupt, magnifying symbols, text and 

imagery to analyse and determine aspects of social identity. Books, performance, writing, sculptural 

objects and installations are generated through the merging of opposite processes, both revealing and 

concealing information. Jade Montserrat is currently a resident artist at Crescent Arts, Scarborough.  

She read for a History of Art BA at the Courtauld Institute of Art, followed by an MA in Drawing at 

Norwich University College of Arts. 

 

 Elizabeth Drialo (Durham University), Nell + the Machine: Searching for the Human in Charles 

Dickens’s The Old Curiosity Shop. 

In reading Dickens’ The Old Curiosity Shop, one could easily say that the act of opening the novel is 

akin to opening a cabinet of curiosities. From the animalistic Quilp to the mysterious Marchioness, 

Dickens gives his audience a text full of oddities and characters that pique the imagination – or, to 

take a note from Oscar Wilde, the funny bone. Wilde was, of course, poking fun at the rather dramatic 

death of Little Nell, a character that is perhaps the most curious of all in this text. In this paper, I plan 
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to examine Nell’s role in The Old Curiosity Shop and how, rather than be seen as human, she is 

instead portrayed as a machine, a doll, or even an anatomical figurine used for study. What is it about 

Nell that makes her inhuman? What does her death provoke from an audience – laughter or tears? 

Wilde may have laughed – and he was not alone – but others shed tears and were truly moved by this 

curious character’s ultimate demise. This mixed reaction begs the question then: if Nell is, indeed, 

inhuman, why does her character affect us at all both as a current and a contemporary audience? 

Comparing Nell to the various characters around her, I will argue that The Old Curiosity Shop is a 

search for humanity amid the inhuman, mechanical, and animalistic characters with Little Nell’s life 

and death as the reader’s guide through the hodgepodge of curiosities within one of Dickens’ most 

well known and well-loved texts. 

Elizabeth Drialo received her MA in Romantic and Victorian Literature from Durham University 

where she is currently a second year PhD student studying Dickens, the uncanny, and the definition of 

human in his works. Her previous talks have included “Dancing Dogs and Brass Coffins: ‘The 

Mudfog Papers’ and Charles Dickens’s Lost Expressions of Early Anxieties’ and a Late Summer 

Lecture (2013) titled “Dickensian Steampunk: Charles Dickens and his Overlooked “Mudfog Papers.” 

 

 Hazel Monforton (Durham University), Angela Carter’s The Magic Toyshop (1967): Menarcheal 

Ritual and The Patriarchal Artist.  

Through images of castration and vaginal bleeding, 20th century author Angela Carter uses the body 

of the menstruating woman to comment on and critique representations of oppressive male power. 

The menarche is a site of immense physical and symbolic transformation for its potential to induct a 

girl into symbolic victimhood as well as radically subvert male dominance. As Molly Hite notes 

“Writing—and Reading—The Body: Female Sexuality and Recent Feminist Fiction” (1988), 

menstruation involves “something coming out of an orifice, and thus it contributes to the impression 

that these orifices are not only, or even primarily, points of entry" which disrupts "the trope that 

makes women preeminently vessels or containers: fragile, static, open, waiting to be filled with 

everything from semen to language.” In The Magic Toyshop (1967), the protagonist Melanie 

undergoes a symbolic menarche that introduces her to the oppressive sexual dichotomy that would 

render her powerless, but then experiences a second menarche which distinguishes her from the 

hypersexualized, bloodless puppets which Uncle Philip forces her to imitate. These events come to 

undermine the power of Uncle Philip, a literal patriarch, by challenging his static, self-replicating 

method of creation that perpetuates his power, epitomized by his carvings of feminine dolls which 

submit to him completely. My paper will show how Melanie and Finn ultimately refuse to perpetuate 

the seemingly timeless and unchangeable roles crafted and sustained by Uncle Philip. Through their 

bodies, Finn and Melanie posit an alternative mode of sexual relation and artistic creation that 

undermines the solipsistic dominance of Uncle Philip as an artist figure, toppled finally by the fluid, 

metamorphosing element of menstrual blood and bleeding and the mutuality it engenders between the 

would-be oppressed and the would-be oppressor. 

After completing a BA at Lancaster University in English Literature with Creative Writing, Ms 

Monforton read an MSt in Women's Studies at the University of Oxford and then came to Durham for 

PhD research in English Literature, where she is in her first year. Her work focuses primarily on 

images of menstruation and bleeding in 20th century women's writing, alongside the development of 

postmodernism, psychoanalytic theory, and trauma studies, and is supervised jointly by Dr Marina 
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MacKay and Professor Patricia Waugh. Hazel Monforton is also one of the editors of Durham 

University's Postgraduate English journal. 

 

15.45-16.00 Coffee/Tea, Lindisfarne Centre  

16.00-17.30 Panels 

Panel 10 (Female Objectified; Pauline Moret-Jankus) 

Bailey Room 

 

 Mariann Hardey (Durham University), “‘Don’t cut off my head!’: The feminised accounts of 

digitally inscribed textual representation as feminised objects. 

The self is not something ready-made, but something in continuous formation through choice of 

action. 

John Dewey, 1916, American philosopher 

This paper is based on the empirical data of twenty-seven young women who have been interviewed 

and their social lives observed through the lens of social media since 2004. The research seeks to 

situate their context of femininity as the reveal various aspects of self with their friends and networks 

through mediated technology. The paper draws on the work of George-Herbert Mead’s theories of the 

self in order to understand how the young women’s cultivation of self extends an unfolding femininity 

that is being constantly modified and added to as text and other digital representations. The research 

suggests that emphasis should be placed on a digital social self that is ‘made to be feminine’, in much 

the same way we may imagine a doll is made to be feminine. In doing so first, this approach allows 

for an suitable theorisation of agency; second, focus on a continuous and collected sense of an inner 

core ‘I’ that bridges the divide between the construction of the ‘me’ both through digital and non-

digital contexts; third, based on the empirical data of twenty-seven women (collected and analysed 

since 2004) in this research, this allows for us to consider the voice of women whose symbolic self is 

built on the context of real events, relationships and ten years worth of experiences. Finally, I want to 

suggest that the way in which the research reveals how young women experience gender across a 

range of mediated spaces provides essential insight into how they define and practice being feminine 

as they are digitally inscribed and represented as a feminised objects.  

Dr Mariann Hardey is a member of the Marketing Group at Durham University Business School. She 

is a social media professional and academic and the BBC North East commentator for social media 

and digital networks. She read literature at the University of Sussex and later undertook a research 

MA followed by a PhD at the University of York. 

 

 Eleanor Dobson, (Birmingham University), Ancient Sex Objects: The Erotic Allure of the 

Female Mummy in Late Nineteenth Century and Early Twentieth Century Culture.  

In late nineteenth and early twentieth century literature, mummified bodies tend to diverge into two 

distinct types: the grotesque male body, discoloured and distorted, and the beautiful female body 

which, against all odds and after thousands of years, remains perfectly preserved. Simultaneously 

representing the allure of the Eastern harem and the heathen decadence of ancient Egypt, the female 

mummy came to be seen as an object primarily valuable for its sexual appeal. Drawing upon the work 

of Nicholas Daly and Bradley Deane who read literary mummies as part of Victorian commodity 

culture and ‘imperial striptease’, my paper investigates the fetishization of the ancient Egyptian 

female body and body parts, arguing that the common depiction of the female form as white and 
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Western reveals a desire to justify a relationship between owner and object. My paper also probes the 

inevitable devastation of these bodies. Dismembered, disintegrating, or fading like ghosts, bodies 

which are initially encountered as flawless sex objects are doomed to be destroyed, the possibility of 

romance almost always revealed to be an unattainable fantasy. Key texts include Arthur Conan 

Doyle’s ‘The Ring of Thoth’(1890), Bram Stoker’s The Jewel of Seven Stars (1903) and H. Rider 

Haggard’s ‘Smith and the Pharaohs’ (1912), considered within a broader context of Victorian magic 

tricks and scandalous Moulin Rouge performances, which contributed to the concept of the idealized 

ancient Egyptian female body as one of romantic sexual daydream. 

Eleanor Dobson is a PhD student at the University of Birmingham, researching Egyptology in late 

nineteenth and early twentieth century literature. She has wider research interests in the Gothic, 

occultism, and science from the early nineteenth century to the present. 

 

 Kyle Barton (Iowa University), Freedom through Fragmentation: Rosamund Marriott Watson 

and Feminist Mastery. 

 

Helena Michie has stated that “Victorian novels are frequently about women’s hands,” yet little 

critical attention has been directed toward the instances in Victorian literature in which those hands 

are disconnected from the body. The violence of Victorian synecdoche, present in the concept of 

giving one’s hand in marriage, isolates the entire identity of a woman in a single appendage which can 

then be “given to,” or, rather, taken possession of by another. Nineteenth-century literary depictions 

of the amputation of women’s hands engage with this rhetorical violence. In Emily Brontë’s 

Wuthering Heights, Lockwood attempts to amputate Catherine’s hand in his dream, acting out his 

already-glimpsed marital desires and anxieties; and in George Meredith’s The Egoist, Clara Middleton 

mentally severs her hand from the rest of her bodily identity, in an attempt to preserve a section of 

herself while still “giving” her fiancé what the culture has determined she owes him of her body and 

identity.  

 

This fragmentation of the female body operates most subversively and revolutionarily, though, in 

Rosamund Marriott Watson’s fin-de-siècle poem, “A Ballad of the Were-Wolf.” Through a close 

reading of this poem, incorporating feminist criticism and psychoanalytic theory, I will examine the 

thematic and formal methods through which Watson depicts the unleashing of female autonomy and 

bodily mastery through bodily fragmentation. When the farmer in the poem literalizes the 

synecdochal signification of his wife’s hand by cutting it off, he also unknowingly frees her body 

from those connotations. Through corporeal fragmentation, the fracturing induced through rhetoric 

heals and wholeness of identity emerges as all the previously shattered pieces re-connect. Language is 

a well-known assaulter of women; in her poem, Watson formally and philosophically labors to use the 

system against itself. Ultimately, she achieves the same mastery over language as her werewolf wife 

does over the patriarchal figure of the husband.  

 

Kyle Barton is a doctoral candidate in the Department of English at the University of Iowa where he 

focuses on nineteenth-century poetry and poetics. He is the managing editor of the Walt Whitman 

Quarterly Review and is currently working on updating the photography section of the Walt Whitman 

Archive. 

 

Panel 11 (Women Beyond Words; Chair: Hazel Monforton) 

Garden Room 

  

 David Glyn Wilson (University of Geneva) Iconic Women in the Late Prose Romances of 

William Morris and the paintings of Edward Burne Jones. 

 

William Morris (writer, designer, revolutionary socialist) and Edward Burne-Jones (Pre-Raphaelite 

painter) each chose to devote their lives to art and a quest for beauty – especially female beauty – 
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amid the increasing ugliness of Victorian industrialism. Whether in words or in paint, each portrayed 

intense relationships between men and women, often set in fantastic landscapes and appealing for 

inspiration to medieval, Arthurian, or other ancient themes. These highly-charged portrayals of human 

relationships are often related to the circumstances of their production. But despite commonalities and 

even close collaboration between the two artists, there are important differences. Whereas Morris the 

socialist explored in his late prose romances the idea of the individual and his/her role in relation to 

the community, Burne-Jones’s vision tended to focus more on intense individual experience, 

sometimes reflecting elements in his own life, such as his ill-fated amour fou with the sculptress 

Maria Zambaco. Notwithstanding these differences in focus, both artists in their own ways create 

iconic moments in their art, in which body posture and movement, or even suspension of movement, 

are significant. 

 

  Karen Sturgeon-Dodsworth (Leeds Metropolitan University), Engineering Passivity and 

Perfection: the Male Scientist and the Experimental Female Subject on Film. 

 

This paper will address a recurring trope in cinema - that of the male scientist controlling and re-

modelling the image and form of the female subject. From Georges Franju’s Eyes Without a Face 

(1960) to more recent re-workings of the Frankenstein myth seen in films such as Weird Science 

(Hughes, 1985), Splice (Natali, 2009) and The Skin I Live In (Almodovar, 2011) this narrative 

formulation has consistently revealed changing gender politics and reflected gendered struggles for 

power, agency and control. Each of these texts posits a series of shifting binaries between creator and 

created, ruler and ruled, intellect and nature, man and woman, with each film constituting a subtly 

different dialectic within the central relationship between the scientist and his doll-like creation. My 

aim within this paper is to examine the complex meanings that emerge from this trope. I will read the 

aforementioned films in terms of their representations of the female body/subject as, variously, a thing 

that is abject and must therefore be re-engineered or re-imagined, an object of desire that can be 

fashioned for the male gaze, a form that can be curtailed, controlled and limited in a way that 

[re]asserts patriarchal power and, finally a means of articulating woman’s mutability and her 

resistance to the limitations imposed on her. In order to address these issues my paper will utilise 

current masculinity studies and feminist studies, reading such texts in the context of an ongoing 

critical engagement with backlash politics, addressing changing ideas surrounding cinema’s male 

gaze while also drawing upon and reconsidering established ideas set out by Barbara Creed, Julia 

Kristeva and Laura Mulvey in the process.           

 

 Nina Rolland (Kent University and Paris University III), Enchained Bodies: Women Musicians 

in European Literature. 

 

References to music in nineteenth-century European literature seem to feature as a recurrent theme the 

weakness of women musicians. In this paper, I would like to analyse the literary representation of 

their bodies associating it to the motif of enchainment. Referring to two texts, Buddenbrooks (1901) 

by Thomas Mann and Le Fantôme de l’Opéra (1909) by Gaston Leroux, I aim to show that the 

physical appearance of women is deeply linked to their restrained practice of music, they play mainly 

in the domestic sphere and are represented more as interpreters than composers. The domestication of 

female musical practice generates a metaphorised opposition: women musicians are enchained under 

the gaze of a masked man (musician himself or not). I would like to use the large sense of 

‘enchaînement musical’ to explore the representation of the female musicians’s bodies in literature. 
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Women musicians are physically or morally enchained by a male character; they are also musically 

enchained to their limited practice of interpreter (banned from composing), but above all they are 

enchained by the writer.  Authors annihilate the female corporeality to create a new literary space 

where a musical system is intertwined. 

Nina Rolland is a PhD Candidate and Assistant Lecturer at the University of Kent Cotutelle with the 

Université de Paris 3 Sorbonne-Nouvelle. 

 

Panel 12 (Rereading the Nineteenth Century Form; Chair: Sarah Wootton) 

Shincliffe Room 

 

 Siobhan Harper (Durham University), The Healthy Female Body and the Mid-Victorian Novel. 

The female textual body in the nineteenth century is so frequently framed as ill and unhealthy, given 

the propensity of Victorian authors to write illness, that these female textual bodies are rarely, if ever, 

discussed in terms of their health. Interestingly, this trend occurs with male textual bodies as well; 

however, it is the female characters’ textual illnesses that are most frequently and comprehensively 

scrutinised. 

Healthy female bodies are clearly present within the fiction of the mid-nineteenth century, but critical 

interest has tended to centre on representations of bodies and minds that depart from healthy, 

normative models, rather than on these healthy models themselves. The healthy female bodies 

depicted within these novels are directly and indirectly contrasted with both healthy and unhealthy 

male bodies, unhealthy female bodies, and indeed their own bodies when they (almost inevitably) 

succumb to illness or become unhealthy. Furthermore, the contrast between the healthy female body 

and the healthy male body takes on a new aspect when that healthy male is a doctor. Health is 

implicitly and explicitly connected with agency and power, which is in turn inevitably connected with 

gender, but the healthy female textual body is also crucially presented as attractive and is therefore 

objectified – a phenomenon made particularly evident when that healthy body is contrasted with other 

unhealthy characters or their own (formerly or yet-to-be) unhealthy selves. 

Through consideration of a number of novels by Charlotte Brontë, George Eliot, and Elizabeth 

Gaskell, this paper will explore the cultural meanings associated with the Victorian ideal of health in 

relation to the female body, with particular reference to the fictional representation of female bodies, 

and the norms and anxieties that cohered around them in the period.  

Siobhan graduated from the University of Kent in 2009 with a BA in English and American Literature 

with Film Studies, she completed her MA in English Studies at the University of Exeter, graduating 

with distinction in 2011. She is currently a PhD student at Durham University looking at the healthy 

body within the novels of Elizabeth Gaskell, George Eliot, and Charlotte Brontë,  arguing that the 

healthy body has been overlooked critically in favour of its ill, diseased, and unhealthy counterparts. 

Her thesis explores the Victorian concept of health and the healthy body, and the various 

representations that are present within this mid-nineteenth century fiction, particularly investigating 

the themes of vitality and morbidity, the vulnerability of health, the spectacle of injury, and the 

recovery and restoration of health, while also considering contemporary political attitudes to health 

and examples of discourse on health present within periodicals of that same period. 

 Erin Horáková (Queen Mary, University of London), “That Graceful Charm Which Lingers in 

Every Little Tasteful Work of Woman's Hands": Charm, Models of Femininity and the 

Marriage Market in Dickens. 
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Charm, a slipperier and less obvious attribute than beauty, has long been a vital component of literary 

descriptions of women. It has described and coded their embodied physicality, their gendered identity, 

and ultimately their sexual appeal. The Monk uses ‘charms’ as a euphemism for female genitalia. 

Dickens calls charm the defining characteristic of “female society”, and curiously notes its absence 

“where the lady of the house [is] a mere animated doll.” Yet there has been relatively little academic 

attention paid to the linkages between charm and constructions of femininity, or indeed to charm as a 

broader concept. The time has come to interrogate charm as an aesthetic mode, which shifts and 

develops over time (from totems to twee), yet always remains tied up with the feminine. 

 

My paper will examine connections between charm, models of femininity and the marriage market in 

19th century novels, particularly those of Dickens. I will interrogate what can be gleaned from 

Dickens’ definition of charm as a precipitate of women’s “native grace and true gentility of manner” 

in light of Dickens’ contradictory associations of charm with nostalgia/novelty, earnestness/falsity, 

domesticity/public display, and sexual availability/purity-childhood. Long before this Dickensian 

understanding of the term was shaped, charm was a potent Middle English word with almost 

exclusively negative, magical meaning. I will argue that this heritage lingers in the term, giving it its 

witchy or vampiric erotic charge. In the 19th century, this sublimated trace content enabled charm to 

function as a means of thinking sublimated sexuality. This mechanism was accessible to those who 

could successfully sublimate the erotic and economic content of courtship or social intercourse. By 

thinking about how Dickens curates the relationships between charm, femininity and sexuality, this 

paper opens a necessary consideration of the neglected broader role of charm as a concept in our 

understanding of representations of femaleness 

 

 Abigail Oyston (Lancaster University), The Labour of Death: Reading the Female Body in 

Childbirth Death. 

Maternal mortality in childbed was a significant problem throughout the nineteenth-century, as 

Matthew Duncan's study concluded, "Not fewer than 1 in every 120 women, delivered at or near the 

full time, die within the four weeks of childbed" (Cullingworth, 1888, 743).  Despite the prevalence of 

the problem, discourses which present the issue have remained unexamined. 

Focusing on maternal mortality which occurs in or after childbirth, this paper examines how different 

discourses in the nineteenth-century depict the dying and dead female body.  Through juxtaposing a 

range of texts from fiction to medical journals and diaries I compare how literary and medical texts 

present, or fail to present, the physical process of dying in childbirth.  The pairing of a range of 

literary and medical discourses serves to highlight the apparent differences in representations of 

maternal mortality.  However, the aesthetic female corpse in fiction and the female form which is 

dismembered by the medical gaze are both victims of objectification.  Analysing descriptions and 

representations of death in childbirth reveals a range of attitudes towards maternal death; these 

differing perspectives implicitly convey preconceptions about, and prejudices towards, parturition and 

women.  I consider how these attitudes may account for the paradoxical nature of maternal mortality 

in fiction, in that it is seemingly ubiquitous yet simultaneously silenced and screened from the reader. 

Abigail is a research student and associate lecturer at Lancaster University. Her PhD research 

examines the depiction of obstetrics in a range of Victorian discourses. 

 

17.30-18.30 Jennifer Terry in Conversation with Jane Smiley, Lindisfarne Centre 
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18.30-19.30 Wine Reception & Folk Music, Lindisfarne Centre 

20.00 Conference dinner, Zizzi Restaurant, Durham City 
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